The following commentary is intended to complement the *Armies of The Hobbit*. It is presented as a series of questions and answers; the questions are based on ones that have been asked by players, and the answers are provided by the rules writing team and explain how the rules are intended to be used. The commentaries help provide a default setting for your games, but players should always feel free to discuss the rules before a game, and change things as they see fit if they both want to do so (changes like this are usually referred to as ‘house rules’).

Our commentaries are updated regularly; when changes are made any changes from the previous version will be highlighted in magenta. Where the stated update has a note, e.g. ‘Regional update’, this means it has had a local update, only in that language, to clarify a translation issue or other minor correction.

These questions have been gathered from many sources. We are always happy to consider more questions, so please send any queries to:

middle-earthfaq@gwplc.com

**Q:** Can Bombur use his Raising Spirits special rule if he has already been charged that turn? (p.13)  
**A:** No.

**Q:** In *Armies of The Hobbit*, Gandalf the Grey doesn’t have the option for his cart like he does in *Armies of The Lord of the Rings*. Does this mean that if I take Gandalf the Grey from one of the army lists in *Armies of The Hobbit*, I cannot take Gandalf the Grey on his cart? (p.16)  
**A:** Yes. Gandalf the Grey may only be on his cart when taken from one of the army lists from *Armies of The Lord of the Rings*.

**Q:** Do Wargs, Spiders or any other animal-like models count as being Man-sized for the purpose of special rules that refer to Man-sized models? E.g. Dáin Ironfoot’s Headbutt. (p.27)  
**A:** No.

**Q:** When an Iron Hills Ballista counts as declaring its Heroic Shoot, can it also declare ‘Loose!’? (p.31)  
**A:** No.

**Q:** Can any of the Dwarves that ride an Iron Hills Chariot (of any variant) dismount from the Chariot? (p.32)  
**A:** No. Once a Dwarf is on the Chariot, it cannot leave the Chariot unless the Chariot is destroyed.

**A note on the Allies Matrix:** We have had a few questions asking us about the levels of alliance presented in the Allies Matrix; ‘should this army be Historical with this one?’, or ‘why isn’t X Historical Allies with Y?’.

When we developed the Allies Matrix we spent a lot of time working out timelines, deciding what timelines each Army List represents, and cross referencing these to give the final Allies Matrix.

**Historical Allies** represent those that actually fought together, not just co-existed. So, for example, the reason that The Fellowship are not Historical Allies with the Dead of Dunharrow is simply because the Fellowship had been broken before the Dead were recruited by Aragorn, and so they did not fight alongside each other.

**Convenient Allies** are those that did co-exist, but did not fight together (even though they could have in theory). The reason that Angmar and Mordor are not Convenient Allies is that the Angmar list represents the rule of the Witch-king, whilst Mordor represents Sauron’s armies after he leaves Dol Guldur and returns to Mordor. These two timelines do not cross, and so they are Impossible Allies.

Hopefully this will give you some sense of what we were looking at when devising the Allies Matrix. We are confident that all of the alliances presented are how they should be. If you are still thinking ‘but I cannot do this scene from the films/books with the Allies Matrix!’ then fear not; there may be something slightly different coming soon that will solve your dilemma!

**A note on Man-sized models:** A Man-sized model is anything that is roughly the size of a man or smaller. This includes, but is not limited to: Men, Elves, Dwarves, Hobbits, Orcs, Uruk-hai and Goblins. This will also include men that are slightly bigger than other men, such as Beorn when he is in man-form; after all, he is still a man!

**Q:** Can any selection of the Champions of Erebor be deployed together as a single warband, as per the additional rules for Erebor Reclaimed, so long as the warband contains no other models, or must it be all 13 of the Dwarves to allow for them all to be deployed together? (p.36)  
**A:** You may deploy any combination of the Champions of Erebor together in one warband, so long as the warband includes no other models. However, the warband must include Thorin Oakenshield, King Under the Mountain.
Q: If Ori the Dwarf, Champion of Erebor, is taken as part of the Kingdom of Khazad-dûm army, do any of the Heroes from that list benefit from his Chronicler special rule? (p.41)
A: If Ori is taken as part of the Kingdom of Khazad-dûm army list, then Balin and Flói will both benefit from Ori’s Chronicler special rule in addition to those listed.

Q: What happens if Sigrid or Tilda is accidentally slain by a friendly model such as a Siege Engine? (p.50)
A: Bard will still be subject to the Something to Fight for special rule, however, for the purpose of who killed his daughter, it will count as if the model has already been slain. This means that Bard will have to Charge the nearest visible enemy model for the remainder of the game.

Q: If a model Shields using their Elven-made glaive, do they still get the bonus to win the Duel for it being Elven-made? (p.74)
A: Yes, the wargear they are using to support is still Elven-made.

Q: If a model shields using their Elven-made glaive, do they still get the bonus to win the Duel for it being Elven-made? (p.74)
A: Yes, the wargear they are using to shield is still Elven-made.

Q: Can a model be moved out of combat by a Wood Elf Sentinel’s Eldamar Madrigal special rule? (p.77)
A: No.

Q: If Radagast is mounted upon his Eagle, and the combined model is targeted by a Magical Power, can Radagast use the Eagle’s free point of Will from Resistant to Magic as well as any from his own store? (p.79 & 83)
A: Yes.

Q: Is Sebastian’s Strike affected if Radagast is using his two-handed staff, if Radagast is on his Eagle and uses the Rend Brutal Power Attack, or any other situation? (p.79)
A: No. Sebastian will always confer a single Strength 1 Strike regardless of any other situations. The only exception is that if the target is Trapped, Sebastian will still get to double his Strikes.

Q: If Beorn is in Bear-form, can he still declare the same Heroic Actions that he could do in Man-form? (p.80)
A: Yes.

Q: If I have both Azog and Bolg in my force, does the Azog’s Legion Army Bonus give both models the Master of Battle special rule or just the leader? (p.92)
A: Just the model that is the leader; in this case Azog.
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